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Design and Dispatch of Nuclear Renewable Hybrid
Energy Systems

Abstract

Electrical power grids around the world struggle to provide sufficient reliable electrical power
in an economic and carbon-free manner. Nuclear-renewable hybrid energy systems (NHES) are
proposed as a potential solution to this challenge, yet lack sufficiently accurate and tractable
optimization strategies. For NHES, both the unit capacity and dispatch optimization problems
are tightly interrelated and further complicated by the need to account for stochastic system
elements. This work explores methods of combining the design and dispatch optimization
problems in a computationally efficient manner while examining the scalability of the problem
and the robustness of the solution.

Keywords— hybrid energy, optimization, combined design, stochastic optimization

Introduction

Modern society requires reliable access to abundant amounts of electrical power and there is an

increasing interest in supplying this power in carbon-neutral or carbon-free ways (4). Current-fleet

nuclear power plants were designed for steady or "baseload" operation and do not perform well

economically in increasingly dynamic grid conditions (7). Coal and combined cycle natural gas

power plants can perform quite economically, yet continue to be a source of carbon emissions unless

combined with carbon sequestration technologies, which vastly reduce the overall efficiency of these

plants. Variable energy resources (VER), like wind and solar, can produce carbon-free power, but

the power output of these systems is subject to weather conditions and increases in VER penetration

strains existing power grids (6; 3).

A potential solution to the clean, reliable energy problem is hybridization of next-generation

nuclear and renewable energy resources. These nuclear-renewable hybrid energy systems (NHES)

combine nuclear power generation and renewable energy resources with other energy system
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components to provide reliable, carbon-free and economically-viable solutions to our current energy

challenges.

A leading challenge in the development of these systems is the optimization of the design and

dispatch of the various system components. Both the unit capacity sizing and the system dispatch

must be co-optimized as the optimal system design is highly interdependent on the system dispatch

(1). This problem is further complicated by the need to account for stochastic time series (5) in the

optimization problem. This results in a complex optimization problem where some variables are

fixed over the lifetime of the system (unit capacities) and other variables must be adjusted at each

point in the time horizon.

Some authors have used a nested-loop optimization methodology where the unit capacities

are optimized in an outer loop and stochastic optimization techniques are used in an inner loop to

optimize the system dispatch (12). This method successfully accounts for both the interrelated nature

of the two optimization problems and the stochastic nature of the various time-series involved, but

becomes excessively computationally demanding. In this work we propose methods to improve the

computational tractability of the problem through reformulation and use of advanced optimization

tools.

Model Description

The NHES model is comprised of 3 generating units, a thermal energy storage unit and a system

electrical load. The generating units are: a solar PV farm, a wind farm, and a traditional steam

turbine. The steam turbine can be fed from a SMR, the TES system or both. The three of these

generating units need to be able to provide power for the given load profile. The solar, wind and

load data is scaled data from the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) for the period
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from 29 Mar 2020 to 12 Apr 2020. The data is scaled by 0.01836 in order to make it a reasonable

scale for a realistic hybrid energy system while maintaining realistic dynamics. An outline of the

model design is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: NHES Model Outline

The SMR generation (�("') is modeled as a manipulated variable over the dispatch time

horizon. It has upper (�("',<0G) and lower (�("',<8=) bounds to mimic the capabilities of a

NuScale SMR power plant (11) consisting of 6 power modules. The thermal energy generated by

the SMR can be directly converted to electricity in the steam turbine, or stored and retrieved from

the TES. The TES is modeled similar to a charging and discharging battery. The change in energy

stored in the TES (()�() is equal to power entering or leaving the TES (�)�() multiplied by the

efficiency of the TES ([)�() as shown in Equation 1.

3()�(

3C
= �)�( [)�( (1)

0 ≤ ()�( ≤ ()�(,<0G (2)
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The capacity of the TES (()�(,<0G), shown in Equation 2, is a fixed variable in the optimization to

allow the design capacity of the TES to be co-optimized with the unit dispatch.

The net thermal power produced from the SMR and TES is sent to the steam turbine (�CDA,Cℎ).

�CDA,Cℎ = �("' − �)�( (3)

The steam turbine converts the thermal power to electrical power (�CDA,4;) with a given

efficiency ([CDA).

�CDA,4; = [CDA�CDA,Cℎ (4)

�CDA,4; ≥ 0 (5)

Finally, the net electrical power generation must equal the electrical load on the system.

�CDA,4; + �F8=3 + �B>;0A = �;>03 (6)

The goal of the design and dispatch optimization problem is find the ideal TES capacity

(()�(,<0G) and system dispatch (�8) that minimizes the system levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)

while satisfying system constraints. For the purposes of this project, the authors took a system wide

view on LCOE rather than an individual generating view. This system wide view on LCOE gives

the following formulation:

!�$� =

∑=
8

(
�>BC�0?,8 + �>BC�$�,8 + �8�>BC+$�,8

)
∑C

0 �;>03
(7)

In this formulation, �>BC�0?,8, �>BC�$�,8 and �>BC+$�,8 represent the capital cost, fixed
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operating cost and variable operating cost for component 8 of = components. The various system

components have differing expected lifetimes and the system dispatch length is shorter than the

expected lifetime of the plant. To account for this, the capital and fixed operating costs for each unit

as well as the system load are scaled to an expected 30 year lifetime. A summary of the physical

parameters is given in Table 1 and a summary of the economic parameters is given in Table 2.

Table 1: System Physical Parameters
Parameter Value Units Description

[)�( 0.95 N/A TES roundtrip efficiency
[CDA 0.8 N/A Turbine efficiency
�("',<0G 550 MWth SMR maximum capacity
�("',<8= 200 MWth SMR minimum capacity
()�(,<0G NA MWh TES maximum capacity

Table 2: System Economic Parameters
Parameter Value Units Description Source

��0?,("' 1.906e9 $ Scaled SMR and turbine capital cost (2)
��0?,)�( 15000 $/MWh TES capital cost (8)
��0?,B>;0A 4.720e8 $ Scaled solar farm capital cost (13)
��0?,F8=3 1.544e8 $ Scaled wind farm capital cost (13)
��$�,("' 1.850e7 $ Scaled SMR and turbine fixed operating costs (9)
��$�,)�( 1.000e7 $/MWth TES fixed operating costs Approximated
��$�,B>;0A 1.421e8 $ Solar fixed operating costs (13)
��$�,F8=3 9.794e7 $ Scaled wind fixed operating costs (13)
�+$�,("' 1.0 $/MWh SMR variable operating costs Approximated (10)
�+$�,CDA 1.0 $/MWh Turbine variable operating costs Approximated (10)
�+$�,)�( 0.0 $/MWh TES variable operating costs Approximated
�+$�,B>;0A 0.0 $/MWh Solar variable operating costs (13)
�+$�,F8=3 0.0 $/MWh Wind variable operating costs (13)
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Baseline case

The model is originally optimized using a one week dispatch period to get baseline values for TES

storage size and LCOE. The baseline case provided a system LCOE of $68.40/MW and a TES

storage size of 150.9 MWh. Figure 2 shows the results of the week-long baseline case. A periodic

boundary condition was imposed on the optimization case so that the thermal energy storage started

empty and ended empty.
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Figure 2: Baseline Solution

In the baseline case, the TES is charged when solar power production is high (during the

middle of the day) and discharged as solar power diminishes and into the night when there is no

solar power. The optimized TES dispatch follows a cycle proportional to the load. The baseline

case is used as a comparison for the various expansions of the study.
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Time-horizon Study

One of the various goals of this project is to determine the potential lengths of time horizons that

can be feasibly solved using a combined design and dispatch approach. Longer time-horizons lead

to more realistic and comprehensive studies for development of new power plants, yet become

increasingly computationally demanding.

The length of the time-horizon is increased in increments of 200 hours starting from the

200 hours and continued until running out of prepared data at 3000 time points (over 4 months).

All involved data are scaled from the same CAISO source for subsequent time points. The longest

problem results in a total of 77976 variables, 74975 equations and 11996 slack variables. It was not

anticipated that GEKKO would be able to handle nearly this large of a problem, so no more data

was prepared, but it appears that GEKKO could continue to handle significantly larger problems.

The final optimized solution covering 3000 hours is shown in Figure 3. Note that the height and

intensity of the peaks in the system load become increasingly pronounced as the length of the time

horizon increases.

Interestingly, GEKKO is unable to solve the problems using 400 hour and 2200 hour time

horizons, despite the fact that longer problems are feasible. It is possible that better bounds on the

TES design parameter would help improve the feasibility of the solution at these points.

It is also interesting to note how the solution dynamics change as the time horizon length

increases. The initial solution, shown in Figure 2, only uses the TES for peak-shifting the load within

a day and never stores thermal energy between days. This pattern continues up until approximately

1400 hours after which some inter-day storage is observed. A sample of "inter-day" storage is shown

in Figure 4. The pattern of minimal inter-day storage continues until approximately 2400 hours,

after which all profiles include significant storage across days or even weeks. The full 3000 hour
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Figure 3: Final solution covering 3000 hours

solution in Figure 3 is a good example of the significant inter-day storage pattern.
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Figure 4: Solution covering 1600 hours

The LCOE, optimal TES capacity and required solution time were tracked throughout the

scale-up process to determine how the problem scales with increasing complexity. The results are

shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: LCOE, TES capacity and solution time variation with increasing time horizon length

The LCOE, optimal TES size and solution time all increase as the time horizon gets longer.

The LCOE and optimal TES size show striking correlation as they seem to be the same profile, but

on different scales. This makes some sense as the overall cost of the system will be closely related

to the TES capacity.

The sharp increases or "jumps" in LCOE and optimal TES capacity correlate closely to the

changes in TES usage pattern discussed above. The first jump in LCOE/TES capacity occurs when

the TES starts to be used for inter-day storage in addition to simple peak shifting. The second jump

occurs when the TES begins to be used for much more significant inter-day storage. This also makes

sense as the TES would need to be sized quite differently for each of these usage patterns.

When the effect of increasing the TES capacity is removed it appears that the LCOE slowly

decreases with increasing time horizon. This indicates that for a consistent TES capacity and usage

pattern, the LCOE tends to decrease slightly over longer times, likely due to the increasingly effective

ways the optimizer can find to use the storage over increasing time horizons.
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Together with the insight on distinctly different usage patterns for the TES, the slow consistent

decrease in LCOE with time horizon length indicates that there are likely distinct classes of battery

usage that have drastically different optimal configurations. In short, it appears that optimal storage

capacity has a non-linear relationship to the expected optimal LCOE. Small increases in storage

may yield significant improvements at some points in the design space and no improvement at other

points.

Finally, the time required to solve the optimization problem also increases roughly linearly

with increasing time horizon length. This is likely due to the highly efficient algorithms used in

GEKKO for calculating exact derivatives.

At some point during the project, it was discovered that GEKKO uses a default penalty on

the derivative of manipulated variables in an optimization, commonly referred to as a “DCOST”.

This DCOST is implicitly added to the objective function. As the SMR generation is defined as a

manipulated variable, GEKKO implicitly added a DCOST for this variable to the objective function

that is not reflected in the LCOE. This DCOST is not considered at this point in the analysis and

is discussed further in the section covering the effects of SMR ramping costs. It should be noted

however, that the DCOST is not scaled for the system lifetime like the other economic values. This

results in an increasing incentive to flatten the SMR generation as the time horizon length increases.

Ultimately this invalidates any real conclusions from the time horizon length study, but suggests that

the study may have been effectively a parametric study on the effect of a slowly increasing DCOST.

More study would be needed to fully determine the effects.

Overall, GEKKO is capable of solving increasingly large time horizon lengths until no more

data was available. The implementation appears to scale very linearly in terms of solution time,

allowing very long time horizons to be analyzed.
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Losing Generation Study

Another goal of the project is to analyze the effects of losing renewable generation capacity and

nuclear generation capacity for brief periods of time. The goal is to see how the TES can respond

to meet the dispatch as well as to see how the LCOE changes. The first scenario tested is where

both renewable energy generation sources are lost for 48 hours. Interesting, the LCOE for this case

is slightly lower than the baseline case at $68.26 /MW and the TES storage remains at the same

capacity of 150.9 MWh. This may suggest having renewables for this system increases the LCOE.
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Figure 6: Power Generation Profile with 48 Hours of No Renewable Generation

The next case is when only solar is lost for 48 hours. Again, the LCOE increases compared

to losing both wind and solar to $68.46/MW suggesting solar causes a higher LCOE. The storage of

TES again remained the same at 150.9 MWh.
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Figure 7: Power Generation Profile with 48 Hours of No Solar Generation

The next case is when wind is lost for 48 hours. For this case the LCOE decreases compared

to just losing solar to $68.20/MW and the same storage capacity of 150.9 MWh.
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Figure 8: Power Generation Profile with 48 Hours of No Wind Generation

Lastly, a case is presented where there are no renewables for the entire time horizon. The

nuclear hybrid system was sized to be able to meet the load so it is able to meet this dispatch
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requirement. The LCOE is significantly lower for this case at $46.22/MW which confirms that

having renewables for this system increases the overall system LCOE.
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Figure 9: Power Generation Profile with No Renewables

A summary of all the cases is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Summary of Lost Generation
Case LCOE ($/MW) TES (MWh)

Baseline 68.40 150.9
No Renewables (48 hours) 68.26 150.9
No Solar (48 hours) 68.46 150.9
No Wind (48 hours) 68.20 150.9
No Renewables 46.22 18.6

The system responds well to losing generation showing that it could be a reliable system for

varying conditions. It should be emphasized, though, that this system is sized so that the nuclear

can handle the entire load so losing renewables when the future load is known during optimization

isn’t a problem and only the economics change. As evidenced by the results in Table 3 having no

renewables on the system at all provides the lowest LCOE. This is likely due to a couple of reasons.
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One of the reasons is the capital costs of each system are scaled by the lowest system lifetime of 30

years for a wind farm. The nuclear lifetime is 60 years so its relative LCOE is proportionally less for

the NHES system lifetime. The next reason having renewables make for a more expensive LCOE is

likely just representative that renewables are sometimes cost inefficient. Another interesting finding

is that when looking at losing solar for 48 hours vs. wind it can be seen that losing solar increases

the LCOE suggesting solar is more cost prohibitive. This is perhaps due to its less frequent power

generation. Lastly, for a system where the load goes above the nuclear generation’s capacity, the TES

would likely be utilized significantly more. This uncertainty would add a large benefit to having a

TES system to help create a more reliable system when various generation problems arise especially

if the load is uncertain. When solving this problem, the load is exactly known so the TES is sized

perfectly for that load. If the load is uncertain a larger TES solution would be expected and in turn a

higher LCOE, but the benefit would be a more robust generation system.

Effects of SMR Ramping Costs

Another insight from this project is the effect of adding and removing a cost on changes to the SMR

generation. As the SMR generation is formulated as a manipulated variable in GEKKO, it has a

default derivative cost or “DCOST" of 0.00001. This was not understood initially, but this small

DCOST actually proves to be quite significant. Setting “DCOST" equal to zero results in minimal

use of the TES as shown in Figure 10. In this case, the TES capacity is reduced significantly and the

SMR generation matches the required net load much more closely. The only apparent need for the

TES comes from the lower bound on the SMR generation being set at 200 MWth. The resulting

value of the objective function is 68.40, which is the same as the calculated LCOE. The optimal

TES capacity is determined to be 150 MWh.
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Figure 10: Optimal System Dispatch with DCOST = 0.0

Increasing the DCOST beyond the default to DCOST=0.1, has the opposite effect and results

in the SMR being operated at a nearly fixed level with the TES being used to absorb nearly all net

load variations as shown in Figure 11. The resulting objective function value is 222.791, which is far

higher than the calculated LCOE value of 142.24 $/MWh. The optimal TES capacity is determined

to be 866 MWh.

The addition of the DCOST parameter to the SMR generation modifies the objective function

of the optimization problem. The objective function previously could be described by Equation 8

where the objective is to minimize the system LCOE by varying the TES capacity and dispatch of

the individual components.

min
�,() �(,<0G

!�$� (8)

With the addition of the DCOST, the objective function is now represented by Equation 9
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Figure 11: Optimal System Dispatch with DCOST = 0.1

were ��$() represents the “DCOST” set on the manipulated variable in GEKKO.

min
�,() �(,<0G

!�$� + ��$()
����3�("'3C

���� (9)

Overall, the addition of a DCOST has very large implications on this work that came too late

in the project to be fully analyzed or accounted for, but have a large impact on the results of the

study. Further study would need to be carried out to fully understand how the DCOST affects the

various aspects of the system discussed in this work.

Effects of Lowering SMR Lower Bound

As discussed above, there is an inherent cost to nuclear ramping that causes the SMR generation to

remain somewhat constant. In addition to a cost of ramping, a lower bound on the SMR generation

is also imposed in the base case of 200 MW. This lower bound ends up causing the TES to be

utilized. During the day, when both solar and wind are generating power, the SMR has to ramp
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down to meet the load dispatch requirement. When the lower bound of the SMR generation is at 200

MW, the only way to meet the dispatch requirement is to add power to the thermal energy storage.

When the SMR generation lower bound is below 150 MW then the TES won’t be utilized at all.
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Figure 12: Optimal System Dispatch with No Lower Bound

For the case when there is no lower bound on the SMR generation, the LCOE is lower

compared to the baseline case at $52.83/MW. This is a very interesting finding. It highlights that

although TES may not make sense financially in terms of the LCOE method presented in this

report, the TES is essential to the system because it helps deal with renewable energy generation

profiles, specifically solar, during the middle of the day as well as just helping handle a variable load

better. This is an important finding because modern nuclear generation, such as the NuScale system

modeled, has much better ramping capabilities then traditional nuclear, but it cannot realistically

ramp down to levels below 200 MW. This means that the TES can play a vital part in helping more

renewables be on the grid in a stable way as well as help the system hit a dynamic load. This

finding is slightly counter-intuitive because one would expect the TES would be used to hit high load

requirements (and for a different scaled load it likely would), but for this system it is used as a buffer
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to help meet the dispatch requirement making it a invaluable asset in a reliable generating system.

Effects of Solar and Wind Curtailment and Scaling

Our objective is to produce a carbon-free generation system at the lowest cost possible. In the past,

when solar and wind has been mixed with carbon-based generation sources, it was preferable to

prioritize the renewable generation. However, since this generation system breaks from the norm, it

makes sense to investigate the effects of allowing curtailment of the renewable sources. In the event

where excess renewable generation would cause costly fluctuations in the required nuclear output, it

may be preferable to use only a portion of the renewable energy in an optimal mix. We do just this

by allowing the optimizer to throttle down the accepted wind and solar power independently at each

time step. Table 4 gives a summary of the results, which will be discussed in detail.

Table 4: Summary of Allowed Renewable Curtailment
Case LCOE ($/MW) TES (MWh) % LCOE Reduction % TES Reduction

Base 68.40 150.8
Curtail 53.00 0.0 22.5% 100.0%
Scale Renewables and Curtail 44.9 0.0 34.4% 100.0%
Scale All and Curtail 40.64 9.3 40.6% 93.8%

Wind and Solar Curtailment

First, we examine the 7 day horizon matching the baseline introduced at the beginning of this paper.

From the summary above, there is a 22.5% decrease in LCOE. The optimizer chooses to heavily

curtail the existing wind and solar during their peaks to help compensate for the fluctuating load.

This enables the complete removal of the thermal storage. Comparing Figure 13 to Figure 2, there

are three key differences. First, as the total renewable generation increases (due to a steady and
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increased wind) after 50 hours, the system chooses flatten out the nuclear production. Second, since

the thermal storage is not required to store excess renewable energy, it becomes unneeded entirely

since the nuclear is able to ramp quickly enough. Third, it curtails mainly the solar, while using the

majority of the wind except during peak solar time where the sum of the two sources are generally

mixed to make a relatively steady renewable generation level.
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Figure 13: Renewable curtailment allowed.

Renewable Curtailment and Scaling

When we add renewable generation scaling in addition to curtailment, this further decreases the

LCOE to 34% below the baseline. This scaling was done directly to the available generation as a

single value for the entire time horizon that affects both the available power and cost. Solar and

wind were independently scaled. The optimizer removes nearly all renewable generation except for

a quarter of the original wind capacity as is shown in Figure 14. It also removes all thermal energy

storage.
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Figure 14: Curtailment and renewable scaling allowed.

Renewable Curtailment and Scaling with SMR Scaling

Though our generation plant is required to maintain a given level of capacity, it is insightful to

also consider if the SMR capacity was also scaled. Considering only the 7 day horizon shown, the

optimal mix including SRM scaling results in a mix of twice the wind generation as baseline, no

solar, and a small 9.3 MWh thermal energy storage as shown in Figure 15. The optimal solution

uses curtailed wind to soak up the majority of the load fluctuation, with the thermal energy storage

being used in anticipation of lost wind capacity to reduce reactor fluctuation.
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Figure 15: SMR scaling with renewable scaling and curtailment.

Conclusions and Future Work

After an exploratory analysis of the proposed NHES system, several considerable and notable

conclusions can be drawn. First off, it is surprising and interesting that GEKKO was able to solve

the design and dispatch problem for long time periods of time (4 months). This shows the robustness

of the solver as well as the potential to gain more valuable insight into the design of the proposed

system. The implicit DCOST became a confounding variable in the study and more research is

needed to isolate those affects. The initial results indicate that there are several distinct patterns or

categories of storage use depending on the system constraints and economic parameter. Each of

these patterns appears to result in significantly different optimal design, but more investigation is

needed to confirm this.

The next conclusion to be drawn from the study, which has been found in previous works, is

that adding renewables to the system generally hurts the economics in terms of LCOE except for

solar under the following scenarios. First, if renewables are required to be used, optimally curtailing
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the accepted generation can remove the need for thermal storage and reduce the LCOE by as much

as 25%. Second, if the renewable generation/plant design can be scaled, then a small amount of

consistent wind and no solar is optimal and further reduces LCOE to 34% below baseline. Third, if

the SMR is allowed to be designed for a lower fraction of the required load, then a mix of a large

amount of wind and small amount of thermal storage can lead to a further LCOE reduction to 40%

lower than baseline. We expect these findings to be highly dependent on the relative cost between

the energy generation sources and their intermittancy. For example, if we extended the horizon to

a point where there was no wind for a significant period, the designed wind might decrease, or

thermal storage increase. Future work should include relative cost and intermittancy sensitivity

analyses to help guide the proper development of wind and solar installations.

Another notable finding is the importance of the TES to help with having renewables on the

grid. To meet the dispatch requirements of the system and match the load, it is often required that

the SMR charges the TES system when it meets its lower power production limit. This finding

shows that having the TES can help with large cyclical fluctuations in load and production from

renewables to help with a more reliable power production system. However, if the renewables can

simply be curtailed, the need for thermal storage is removed entirely for a reactor with a relatively

high capacity to load fraction.

One factor that was not investigated in this study was how uncertainty in future predictions

affects the optimal design and dispatch of the system. When these profiles are uncertain and based

on forecasts, the TES and curtail-able renewable generation could help immensely to meet the

dispatch requirements. Future work should look into the design and dispatch of a system with

uncertainty to help quantify the importance TES and curtail-able renewable generation could have

on the proposed system.
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